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Intent

• Provoke discussion on government and 
public service relationship

• Provide context for tension and distrust

• Inform Canadians about policy process



10 Inconvenient Truths



1. Fearless advice and loyal implementation 
breakdown

• Officials: professional, neutral and impartial advice

• Ministers obligated to listen. But not to accept

• Officials required to implement decisions

• Trust and respect lacking

• “Barbarians at the gate” vs “compromised” public 
servants

• PS advice against policy directions vs 
Government focus on implementation

• Vicious circle reinforcing distrust



2. Ministerial certainty and “arrogance of the 
expert”

Ministers Officials
Certain about political policies 
and priorities

Certain about evidence and 
expertise

Ideology reinforces certainty Expertise drives confidence
Expectation public service will 
deliver

Lack of responsiveness to new 
priorities

Felt bureaucracy was, at best 
resisting, at worst disloyal

Felt expertise and knowledge 
challenged, dismissed, ignored

Tension, frustration, distrust all around



3. Ideology not unique to political level

• None of us neutral or impartial

• Strong Western Conservative ideology vs public 
service small “l” liberal ideology 

• PS faith in evidence, govt distrust of social science

• PS avoided discussing ideological divide, transition 
planning ignored it

• Limited PS self-examination of biases and impact 
on evidence base



4. Evidence and anecdote needed

Ministers and Anecdotes Officials and Evidence
Power of narrative for public 
support

Evidence informs policy issue 
and approach

Anecdotes provide granularity Large-scale surveys and 
research for macro trends

“Shopping for votes” drives 
policy

Evidence drives advice
Selective depending on group Risk of methodological biases
Outreach by Min. Kenney 
approached survey

Needed to accept given extent 
of outreach

Overall context of Government aversion to research, 
science, data and evidence



5. Ministers want to get it done, officials want 
to get it “right” — Risk

• Identification, probability, and potential impact

• Ministers focus on shorter-term political risk, 
officials on legal and program risks

• Ministers may have better sense on probability

• But officials have longer-term perspective

• Time lag in assessing impact of change



6. From Yes Minister to loyal 
implementation

• Yes Minister techniques are clever and hidden. 
Public servants are experts at delay 

• Getting beyond denial is hard. Acceptance takes 
time, pressure and trust

• Fearless advice vs risk of Stockholm Syndrome

• Need to be responsive but “pick one’s battles” 

• Ensure advice on record



7. Policy ambition vs implementation 

• Political and official levels share policy 
ambition

• Reality complex and uncertain

• Temptation for short-cuts irresistible

• Cumulative changes increase risks

• Undermine soundness of policy initiatives 



8. Government machinery matters

• Separate Ministerial voice at table counts

• All departments have “centre of gravity”

• Driven by both political and official levels

• Secondary files lack attention, management, 
resources

• Long-term consequences



9. Chronic under-management of citizenship

• No single focal point or accountability

• Managing pressures leads to neglect — under-
managed/resourced by all governments

• 37% decline in new Canadians 2012 — policy 
and operational failure 

• Citizenship as “touch point” requires political 
pull

• QC service delivery perspective only



10. End of substantive multiculturalism

• Integrated business line disbanded in CIC 
functional structure

• “Takeover,” weaker multi presence and impact

• CIC linear, processing culture, not policy

• Longer-term integration issues neglected

• Political file, substance secondary, Cabinet roles 
reflect this



Feedback
• Balance between perspectives

• Shared responsibility for relationship issue

• Ongoing mutual distrust and suspicion

• Little change following majority

• Over-simplified ideological divide

• Transition underplayed ideological/values

• Ongoing ideological/values divide hampers advice

• Change of government not necessarily change controlling approach: 
Danger of nostalgia for “the good old days” 

• Unclear relationship issue seriously discussed



Conclusion

• “Know thyself” – ideology, bias and values

• No one has full picture, monopoly on truth

• Find space and time for honest discussion

• Recognize no “heroes or villains”

• Apply policy modesty to change

• Don’t forget about implementation
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